Paper Snowflake Instructions

1. Cut out the square.

2. Fold the square diagonally in half to make a triangle.

3. Fold the triangle in half to make a smaller triangle.

4. Fold the left section of the triangle towards the back.

5. Fold the right section of the triangle towards the back as well.

6. Cut away the gray area.

7. Carefully unfold the paper to reveal the snowflake.

Want more snowflake designs? Check out these:

1. [https://www.firstpalette.com/printable/snowflake.html](https://www.firstpalette.com/printable/snowflake.html)

Design #1
Design #2
Tip: This design follows a simpler folding pattern. Just fold in half three times to get to the snowman design, then cut!
Design #8

Tip: This design follows a simpler folding pattern. Just fold in half three times to get to the moose design, then cut!